The Powerful 10TPH Material Recovery Facility

McMRF™

Compact Design. **Big Results.**

The McMRF™ has been well known throughout the industry for years. What else is catchy about this small system besides its name? The big performance it delivers with a compact design.

The CP Group realized the need for smaller systems with the benefits of a larger system- high quality machinery, recovery rates and material quality. The McMRF™ is the answer.

The McMRF™ is our 10TPH single stream/commercial system. It is an affordable solution with all the capabilities and deliverables of our larger material recovery facilities, just scaled down a size.
Performance with longevity at a price you can afford, delivered by a name you trust.

Features:
- Processes ~10TPH single stream/commercial material
- Small footprint and low building height requirements
- Minimal requirement of sorters
- Labor saving options available

Benefits:
- Affordable, high quality, turnkey 10TPH single stream/commercial system
- High efficiency motors for low cost operation
- Lowest maintenance screens paired with industry lowest disc cost
- Features patented disc technology
- High recovery rates with a compact design

Equipment:
- CP OCCScreen™
- CPScreen™
- GlassBreaker Screen
- Ferrous Magnet
- Eddy Current Separator
- IPS Two-Ram Baler

Options for Increased Throughput & Production:
- Optical Sorters
- Gravity Silos
- Glass Cleanup System
- Drum Feeder
- Metering Drum
- Live Floor Bunkers

Recovery:
- OCC
- Mixed Fiber
- PET
- HDPE
- Mixed Plastics
- Aluminum
- Ferrous
- Glass

McMRF™ The Original 10TPH Solution